
Detailed Help 
 

TO BEGIN A SEARCH 

 

The web interface is designed to be as intuitive and user-friendly as possible, incorporating 

common search parameters such as wild cards and filtering to narrow search results.  The 

retrieved results are presented in three main steps (or pages); with each step providing more 

detail on those specimens that meet the user’s search criteria.  However, in order to limit the 

display of superfluous data the user is allowed to select those species of interest on which he/she 

requires more detail. 

  

The functioning of the main search page is divided into two main areas or sections (Figure 1).  

On the left is the main query form, where search parameters may be submitted.  To the right of 

this panel, the page displays the welcome screen, summaries of search results and specimen 

images using the ExpressView™ browser plug-in from Lizardtech™. 

 

 
Figure 1: Main Query Screen of the Jamaican Virtual herbarium Website showing on the left, the main query form 
for the entry of search parameters and on the right (highlighted by dashed border), the frame in which query results 
and images are presented. 



 

The main query form consists of a series of text entry fields and pull-down menus, where any 

and all fields may be used to help narrow one’s search results (Figure 2).  In any text field, 

wildcards (e.g. ‘*’, ‘%’ or ‘_’)1 may be combined with an entry to search for a range of results.  

This is useful for searching for terms where the user is either unsure of the spelling or requires a 

range of results based on a pattern (e.g. when searching for specimens collected in the 1800’s the 

user may enter ‘18%’ in the year field for Collection Date to retrieve those results; 

however, entering ‘18_4’ will retrieve specimens collected in the 1800’s for those years ending 

with the numeral 4). 

 

The form, itself, is divided into four subsections.  These 

allow the user to search by taxonomic nomenclature, 

collection information and locality, as well as the results 

may be sorted according to family, genus or by result-

tally.  For the purposes of this project only specimens 

collected in Jamaica can be searched and this parameter 

is fixed within the Country field of the Locality 

Information subsection/field-set. 

 

After entering your parameters click the Submit 

Query button to go to the next step, or Reset Form 

to clear the fields. 

 

 

e

Figure 2: Close-up of the main query form
of the JVH sowing varying input fields 
employed and the 4 subsections (field sets)
of its layout 
                                                 
1 Wildcard use: the symbol, ‘%’ or ‘*’, matches any number of characters, even zero characters; while ‘_’ matches 
xactly any one character 



STEP 1: SUMMARY OF SEARCH RESULTS 

 

This is the first step after first entering your search criteria.  You are presented with table that 

reports how many records matched your query in both the University of the West Indies (UWI) 

and Institute of Jamaica (IOJ) database-tables (Figure 3).  In this case there were 49, UWI 

records and 29, IOJ records.  The user may then select either herbarium to continue their search 

(for this example, the UWI herbarium was selected). 

 

 

Figure 3: First step of search results (right panel shown only) displaying the number of records/specimens that met 
the search criteria of for the genus entered as ‘Calyp%’ that occurred within each database table. 
 

Select a database table and click Continue. 

 



STEP 2: DATABASE SEARCH RESULTS 

 

You are now presented with another summary table (Figure 4) that displays the family, botanical 

and vernacular names for those species matching your search criteria.  Included also on this page 

is the tally or total number of records found for each species (with a grand total at the end of the 

list); and checkboxes that allows you, the user, to select any or all the species in which he/she 

was interested.  For this example there were 9 species, all belonging to the family Myrtaceae and 

totalling 49 specimens, found within the UWI database that matched the given search criteria.  If 

you are interested in the species Calyptranthes zuzygium, which has 17 specimens in the 

database, you may select it and continue to the next step (selected items appear highlighted on 

mouse-over). 

 

 

Figure 4: Step two of search results (right panel shown only) displaying a result summary for specimen within the 
UWI database table that corresponded with the search parameter ‘Calyp%’ in the Genus field. 
 



 

This final step provides more information regarding the selected species (Figure 5).  It displays 

the family; botanical name; specimen barcode number (not available for IOJ specimens); 

herbarium accession number; collector; collection date (in yyyy-mm-dd format for UWI 

specimens, but dd month, yyyy format for IOJ specimens); the altitude the specimen was 

collected at; the general habitat in which the plant was found; and the location where each 

specimen was collected.  The barcode and accession numbers for the UWI and IOJ specimens 

respectively, were clickable and provided the user with a JPEG 2000 image of the specimen that 

could be magnified at points of interest using the Lizardtech ExpressView™ browser plug-in 

(Figure 6). 

 

Figure 5: Step three of search results (right panel shown only) displaying a detailed result table for specimen within 
the UWI database for the species Calyptranthes zuzygium. 
 

 

STEP 3: DETAILED QUERY RESULTS 



 

 

Figure 6: Close-up of JPEG 2000 image for a specimen of Calyptranthes zuzygium (above); Co r located at top of Lizardtech ExpressView™ browser 
plug-in (below) 
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